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KOREA: AIR NAVIGATION DEVELOPMENT 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. 	 BORROWER: The Republic of Korea (ROK). 
2. 	 IMPLEMENTING AGENCY: The Ministry of Transportation (MOT), acting 
through the ROKCivil Aviation Bureau (CAB). 
3 . 	 AMOUNT OF LOAN: :Iil[ , 200, 000 
-*4. 	 TO'l'AL cosrl' OF PROJEC~[': 'l'he total cost of this project is estimated 
at $5,774,163, of which the foreign exchange costs to be covered 
by this A.I.D. loan will amount to approximately $4,200,000. The 
local currency costs will amount to ¢425, 024,000, equivalent to 
$1,574,163, and will be provided from the ROKG Budget. 
5. 	 PURPOSE OF THE A.I.D. LOAN: To finance the U.S. dollar costs of 
engineering services and the procurement of material and equipment 
from the United States to assist in the establishment of modern 
civil air navigation facilities for the ROK. 
6. 	 BACKGROUND: The Korean War destroyed nearly all of the civil 
aviation facilities in the ROK. After the war, a program of 
rehabilitation of these facilities was begun. The U.S. has hereto~ 
fore assisted in this program on a 100 percent grant basis. The 
ROKG is responsible for all airspace over Korea and the ocean areas 
bounded by the Taegu Flight Information Region (FIR), and is a 
member of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 
This project is planned to raise the domestic and international 
air navigation facilities in the ROK to the level of ICAO standard?, 
thereby providing a safe and efficient air transportation system 
that is considered essential to further economic development in 
Korea. 
7. 	 PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This proposed project is for the procurement 
and installation of modern civil air navigation aid facilities at 
Kimpo International Airport, Seoul, other Korean airports, and along 
air routes in the ROK. The proposed air navigation aid facilities 
* Exchange rate of W270:$1 used throughout this paper. 
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include Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR) and Secondary Surveil­
lance Radar (SSR); Very High Frequency Omni-Directional Range 
Tactical Air Navigation Facilities (VORTAC); Aeronautical Com­
munications Equipment; Airport Instrument Landing Systems; and 
Airport Rescue, Fire Fighting, and Heavy Duty Equipment. This 
pDoject will fill present and anticipated requirements at the 
sites listed in the loan paper through 1975, providing future 
technological advances (presently unforeseen) do not require . 
updating the equipment prior to that time. 
8. 	 ALTERNATIVE SOURCE OF FINANCING: The Export-Import Banl\. and 

IBRD!IDA have indicated that they have no interest in financing 

projecfu in Korea at this time. 

9. 	 VIEWS OF THE COUNTRY TEAM: The Country Team recommends approval 

of this loan. 

10. 	 STAT1~ORY CRITERIA: This loan meets all statutory criteria. 
See ANNEX I. 
11. 	 ISSu~S: None. 
12. 	 SPECIAL PROVISION: The Loan Agreement will requi.::oe, as a condition 
precedent to any disbursement, that the Borrower will provide detailed 
plans, in form and content satisfactory to A.loD., for the 
installation, operation and maintenance of the Project. S·u.ch plans 
will cover: recruitment and training of personnel; source and timing 
of the required local currency; arrangements for engineering, 
construction procurement, and financing; timely availability of 
adequate communications facilities; and plans for collecting 
landing and other fees from non-military users of airporJjs in the 
Republic of Korea. The Loan Agreement will also provide in a 
str.ndard covenant that, except as A.loD. may otherwise agree in 
writing, the Borrower will implement the project in accordance with 
such approved plans. 
13. 	 RECOMMENDATION: Authorization of a loan to the ROKG in an amount 
not to exceed $4,200,000. 
(a) The loan to be repaid over 40 years, including a 10-year 
grace period, on the basis of level semi-annual installments of 
principal and interest during the repayment period. 
(b) Interest to be char~ed at the rate of 1 percent per annum 
during the grace period and ~ percent per annum thereafter. 
(c) 	 Repayment to be made in U.S. dollars. 
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SECTION I. PLACE OF PROJECT IN THE PROGRAM 
A. Description of Related Goal 
This project is i.ntended to provide necessary equipment for 
the sarty of' air traffic, both domestic and international which is 
required for the further development of the Korean economy. The project 
is directly related to that aspect of the U,S. economic assistance 
strategy in Korea pertaining to the expansion of air tranportation 
facilities. The project will further the A.I.D. goal of improving 
government organization and admnnstrative capability, and other 
"self-help" actions by recipient countries. 
ANNEX II, Exhibit 9 presents, in summary fashion., availabl'O' 
civil air navigational equipment at each major airport in Korea, t.rJe 
equipment to be provided by this loan and the equipment recommended to 
be available at such airports by the Internat;!)onal Civil Aviation 
Organization (rCAO). An examination of this summary will sho\-! t.h8.t tr"= 
equipment to be procured hereunder will, in general, bring civil avia+,lJ~~ 
f'acilities up to ICAO standards, but Hill not exceed those .'3-t:.a!;.dards. 
Training of ROK Civil .'Aviation Bureau (CAB) per::::.onnel iB 
an important consideration and its successful acconlpiliishmeTlt ,·rill r"-: 
essential to the implementation the project. Provision is !n::tilc: :i. 0:':' =_ 
training program under the supervis~on of U.S. Federal Aviation Agency/ 
Civil Aviation Assistance Group (FM/CAAG), which will involve partic-lpation 
by the ROK National Aviation College. Although CAB personnel a]:e r..OH 
being trained to operate and maintain radio aids to air navigation, 
under this project the CAB will be expanded with additional trained 
personnel. 
B. Relation of the Project to Economic GroHth 
The Special City of Seoul, the Capital of the Republic of 
Korea, is presently the center of the largest and the most 
important industrial area in South Korea. This area is being slated 
for further expansion during the Seoond Five-Year P~an, to commence in 
1967. It is imperative that this area be assured of a safe and depend­
able airport. The present air navigation facilities at Seoul's Kimpo 
International Airport are badly in need of modernization and expansion 
to take care of the ever increasing volume of air traffic. Most of 
the new equipment to be installed under this loan will be physically 
placed at Seoul's Kimpo International Airport. The second largest 
amount of equipment will be installed along enroute airways and at 
Pusan International Airport. Pusan is the second largest city in the 
Republic of Korea. 
Raising civil;' air navigation standards to the level of 
international standariffiwill result in cons~derable benefit to industries 
that require a safe and rapid means of transportation. More rapid and 
improved air transportation service will serve to expedite the normal flow 
of governmental and commercie,l business activities. 
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These are of particular importance to the efficiency of govE;lrrunent, 

and to the ability of manufacturers and exporters to take necessary 

administrative actions rapidly in order to compete more effectively 

in international markets. This assistance is very timely because 

of the export program no'W' underway by the ROK and the increasing 

number of U.S. investors, international businessmen, and tourists 

coming to Korea. 

Korea is accessable to other countries in the free 

world only by air or sea. Moreover, as a consequence of rnoW1cainous 

terrain, air is the only practical means of rapid travel ,...'1d transporta· . 

tion between many points within Korea. For these reasons, Korea's ail­

transportation system will make a greater contribution to overid.l tl'd.i1';­

portation in relation to other forms of transportation then might be 

the case in other countries with more favorable geography. 

The development of a modern air transport system is 

one of the major factors in the development of Korea's tourist industry. 

Modern commerce requires businessmen to move correspondence, personneJ.. 

and goods swiftly and efficiently. The growth of air transpo~'t, ::l\'c.:' L 

be closely related to the burgeoning manufacturing sector, and the 

growth of exports in a developing country• 

. . 
C. IBRD Transportation Surve;y 
With regard to the elements in this loan, the IBRD 

Survey Team, in their "Tentative Investment Plan dated April 1, 1966," 

stated under Part VII CIVIL AVIATION: 

"Airports, most being military fields, must receive 

the necessary equipment to provide safe civil operations. Some need 

reinforcements and extensions. International traffic will be handled 

at Seoul-Kimpo, Pusan, and Cheju. 

Table VII-l provides a breakdown of the investments 

recommended by the Mission by i) safety investments (most of them are 

alread included in .§: loan apDlication submitted to A.LD. in 1965), 

ii investments needed to meet the traffic demand-rmost of them at 

Kimpo), and iii) investments required for regional development (for 

developing new trunklines and feeder services in Korea). Table VII-2 

provides a list of objectives of the Second Five-Year Plan for the 

airports concerned. Total investments amount to 5,735 million won 

(of which 5.2 million dollars). This program is less ambitious than the 

. program originally planned by MOT, Which amounted to 7,427 million won." 
NOTE: The IBRD study, while it does not recommend any specific pieces of 
~navigational equipment to be installed in Korea, it recognizes a greater 
n~ed for air navigational aids and supporting services than are provided
for under the proposed A.I.D. loan. 
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SECTION II. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
A. Borrm-ler, arid Implementing Agency 
The ROK is the Borrower. Because of the nature of the project, 
there should be no subloan of the A.I.D. loan proceeds. The same procedure 
was followed in the recent A.I.D. Feasibility Studies Loan. See Section 
II, F, for more detai~s regarding this "one-step" loan. 
The ROK, by agreement of all membe~ states of the ICAO~ ho.'3 f'uH 
responsibility for providing services to all aircraft flying 'Irithin the 
boundaries of its Flight Information Region, call the Taegu FIR) illustT8.tr-:c'. 
in ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 2. The ROKG has further delegated complete 
adminstration of these responsibilities to the CAB:, under the MO'r. 
The CAB, acting under the authority of the Ministry of 'l'::"8.;::Spu::·t, 
(MOT) will be the agency responsible for the execution and implementati::n 
of this project. The CAB is an organization within MOT and responsible 
to MOT for overall aviation matters in the Republic of Ko:;,'ea. An 
Organization Chart for the A. LD. Project is included as Ai'n\JTI;~' E., ~,L_-="·;: 
The function of the CAB are: (a) development of aviatio::'l 
policies and proc;rams, (b) economic and technical regulation of ai::' 
transport indu::;t.ry) (c) General aviation and overall air traffic, 8,ric1. 
(d) providing necessary maintenance and operation of facili ties a~d pl8.1:',7'I~,1';g 
equipment installation to insure air traffic safety. 
The history of the CAB commenced in December,'.19L~3, ",hen the 
Aviation Section ,·ras established Hithin the Transportation Bureau, Govel'r,or 
General's Office, Government of Korea. In 19!~8 the J\viation Section W8.S 
place under the Engineering BLLI'eau of the Mjn:istry of rl'ranportatiolC. J 
Government of the Republic of Korea. In October 1961, the Aviation Sec:tio~l 
Has placed under the Bureau of Tourism, Highways, and Aviation. On 
December 14, 1963, Civil Aviation was raised from Section level to Bureau 
level by the establishment of the present CAB within MOT. 
The CAB presently has a small nucleus of competent personnel. 
The Director of the CAB was formally a Brigadier General in the ROKAF, 
followed by a two year assignment as the Korean Air Attache, Washington, D.C. 
and for the first year of operation of the Korean National Air Carrier (KAL) 
as operations manager, after which he assumed the position as Director, 
Civil Aviation Bureau, Ministry of Tanportation. The CAB organizational 
structure includes the Seo'll Regional Aviation'Bureau located at Kimpo 
International Airport, and Jhree Sections, Aeronautical Facilities Section, 
Flight Operations Section, t'.nd Aviation Administrative Section with required 
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Sub-Section Offices located at Headquarters. The Present complement 
of tbe CAB is III personnel which will be increased by 171 to adequately 
implement, maintain and operate the expanded and improved airways system 
under this Loan. Thirty seven of the additional 171 personnel have 
been recruited and are presently receiving basic traini~5 at the CAB 
National Aviation Colleg (NAC), to be followed, after the approval of 
the Loan Agreement, by additional personnel to bring the staffing pattern 
up to the required level of 282, (111 plus 171). 
To provide adequate engineering and construction capability 
under the Loan Agreement a new Aviation Construction Bureau under the CA-r. 
is being established. The Aviation Construction Bureau vrill bave thre~ 
Section~Airport Cunstructio~ Electrohic Facilities and General 
Administration. 
The Loan Application for this project was prepared by the CAB 
and MOT and requested by the Economic Planning Board (EPB) on behalf of 
the ROKG. The original was date October 5, 1965. An amendment to the 
application vas made on April 18, 1966. 
The Loan Committee considered the possible establishment of 
the CAB as an Aviation Bureau which would have autonomy either within 
the NOT or separately. It was decided that it would not be 
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feasible, at this time, to press foJ:' separate aut:onomy for the CAB. 

The CAB is a small Bureau, presently under the MOT, and if removed 

from its jurisdiction, it wo:uld lose the influence ard. bargaining 

power of the MOT, which is so necessary in dealings with other 

civilian Agencies and the military. The CAB must be subsidized by 

the ROKG since their revenues are less than their operating costs, 

and a review of future revenue possibilities indicates that this 

condition will continue. An additional statement on CAB's revenues 

is contained in Section II, F of this paper. 

B. Background History of Projec~ 
1. ROK Civil Aviation 
?.cior to the outbreak of the i(oY'ea;:1 ~!ar in 
1950, Korea was engaged in a program ·;:'0 establish c::'v _1 av:i.ation 
transportation on a sound basis, and open up the couni:.ry to comrnercial 
air service. This progrcm. vlaS well under "ray and. slo'::ly progressing 
by the sununer of 1950. :-rol-rever, by the end 01 ·':':16 j(o~'e".:;, ~"._.:.:' in ::. 95~~_ 
nearly all of the civii aviation facilities had been destroyed and 
most of the Korean Nationals "rho had been trained we~'e no longer avail­
able to the program. 
During and immediately after the war, the 

various military commands took over all aviation facilities in the 

ROK. As the years passeci, civil aviation facilities vlere slowly 

. turned over to civilian autho.rities. At the present time, the CAB 
is responsi·.):i.e under ROK lavr for all airspace over Korea and the ocean 
areas bounded by the Taegu Flight Information Region (FIR). 
In March 1965, the MOT became tr.e Chairman 

of the Korear. Airspace Committee (KAO) made up of the 101~owing 

agencies: MOT, 314th Air Division USAf, USFK, ROKA, ROKAF, and UNC. 

On December 11, 1962, the ROK became a contr~cting state of the ICAO, 

and since that date has actively participated in the activities of 

that international body. This project is a direct result of recom­

mendations made ay the KAC and the ICAO. 

2. Previous U.S. Assistance 
The U.S. Government assisted in the rehabili­
tation of civil aviation in Korea after the Korean War by providing 
a group of U.S. FAA technicians called the Civil Aviation Assistance 
Group (CAAG). During the years 1958 through 1963, the CAAG was staffed 
with 2 to 6 FAA technicians "Who made surveys and feasibility studies 
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and recommended certain radio aids to air navigation, wM,ch they felt 
the Korean Government could maintain and operate on their limited 
budget. Because of these surveYEr and stuc.ies, A. 1. D. later provided 
approximately $1,291,302 for aviation commodities. The main compo­
nents of the basic system which A.I.D. provided consisted of the 
following: Olle Instrument Landing System (ILS), Se CJ~tl/Kimpo Inter­
national Airport; two Very High Frequency Omni-Directional Radio 
Hanges (VORs); three iron-Directional Radio Beacons (NDB:s); one 
High Intensity Approach Light System (ALS), Seoul/Kimpo International 
Airport; two rotating light beacons; one airport lighting cystem 
(Pusan Airport runway and taxiways); one Telecommunication Station, 
Pusan Airport; one Telecommuni cation Station, Seoul/Kimpo I nternationa:L 
Airport'; various types of test and trainir.g equipment, Nat i;):"'.8. 1 Avia­
tion Col}ege; and limited fire fighting equipment, Seoul/Kimpo lnter­
natior'.al Airport. The CAAG advised aed assisted the CAd in the instal­
lation and commissioning of this equipment and suppo::'ting serVlces. 
Hone of toe equipment contemplated under this project duplicates the 
above equipment. t, 
Starting in 1961, the CAAG began to phase out and by August 
1964 only 1 FAA employee remained in Korea. At the time, the Korean 
Air Lines (KAL) began to shovi good pl'ogress a:'ld purchased c~VF:I'E:.l ,:P.F 
aircraft to accommodute increaGed t!'affic loads; the CAB begar. taln';,g 
over regulatory funct:1vns from the USAF; and civil aviatior, in Korea 
commenced an unprecedented Growth. TJSOM, in an effort to apPJ'9.ise 
realictically the present problem areas and future aviatioT'. req~ireme~ts, 
sug(3ested that neVi comprehensive aviation survey; be conduc1~E:d, 'cHI_'M I,; 
contribution to these surveys included 3 short 'l'DY assiGnments by -iAA 
technicians in the areas of flight check operations and elec~~oni: 
engineering. Durin€', 1965, TJSOM added to the CAAG staff 1 Flir,ht Ope.l'a­
tions SpeCialist, 1 Electronics Engineer, and 1 Electronics Techrtic~nn 
to RAsist the Chief of the Group. The Electronics Engineer and the 
I~lectroncls 'Tecjmician are the FAA employees who will provide the neces­
sary engineering services in Ko!'ea for the project. For detaih; see 
Section LC.3. 
3. Current Needs 
It is the considered judgment of USOM's FAA/CAAG that the 
installation of the facilities to be provided under this loan is the 
minimum required to provide for the safety of air traffic, both domestic 
and international, which is necessary for the further development of the 
Korean economy. This is supported by ICAO Annex 10 (part of the Loa~ 
Application), which provides standards and recommends procedures which 
contribute to the safety, regularity, 
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and efficiency of air navigation throughout the world. The urgent 
need for safety of flight in the ROK cannot be overstressed. The 
following reports all reflect the safety aspect: Loy Report to 
A.LD. dated July 1964, USOH's FAA Electronic Engineer's Report 
dated February 26,' 1965, the Kor~an Airspace Committee's (KAO) 
Report dated Harch 24, 1965, and the ICAO Report dated April 16, 
1965. The series of needs are reflected throughout this p~per, 
particularly in Section II, E, 2. 
The ICAO, in its Pacific Region Air Naviga­
tion and Communication plans, makes specific recommendations for the 
area, including the Taegu FIR, and is the basis for the international 
portion of the ROK's air transport facilities plaas and aeron2..ut,ical 
fixed and mobile communications plans. Furthermore, there are leAO 
standards ,·!hich must be follovred in planning and imlJlementing FIR 
development to take care of eA~ected increases in air traffic and 
types of aircraft (s~personic transport), which will be in inter­
national use by 1972. 
O. EnW'gering and Technical Analysis 
1. Project 
This project proposes establishment of the 
following air navigation aids, communications facilities, and airport 
ground equipment to allow the ROK to fulfill its responsibilities 
under the IOAO Regional Plan for the Pacific Region, in the safe 
operation of air traffic and airports within its Flight Information 
Region: 
(a) Airport Surveillance Radar, (ASR) and 
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) at Kimpo. Immediately upon loan 
approval, these systems should be ordered to allow systems' delivery 
to coincide with completion of building construction (to be commenced 
in second half of 1966). These colocated systems are recognized to 
be of the utmost importance to safety of aircraft in the Seoul Terminal 
Area because the air distance from Kimpo to the DMZ is only 15 nautical 
milas (see additional statement on"DY~ in Section II, E, 2). 
(b) Very High Frequency Omniranges (VOR) and 
Tactical Air Navigation Equipment (TACAN) for VORTAO systems (Colocation 
of VOR and TAOAN) at Kangnung, Pohang, Pusan", and Cheju, and for VOR 
at Taejon. (The Pusan VOR is already installed, and will require only 
the addition of one of the AN/GRO-9 TACANs). Total constru?tion time 
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for VORTAC sites is expected to be longer than for buildings in 
the Kimpo area because of the remote location of most of the VOR 
sites from centers of materials and labor force. This factor, 
coincident with the desire to avoid spreading out the Korean 
electronic technicians over too many installation projects, requires 
that the VORTAC projects follow the more urgent radar facilities 
listed in (a) above. 
(c) VOR Monitor Link Equipment at Cheju and 
Pohang. 
(d) Instrument Landing Systems (ns) and 
Approach Light Systems (ALS) at Kangnung, Pusan and Cheju airports. 
(e) Selective Call Communications Equipment 
(SELCAL) for Kimpo. 
(f) Runway and Taxiway lights at Kangnung 
Airport. Partial paving of the runway will commence in 1966, and 
the complete paving of runway, taxiway, and apron area will be 
completed at the latest by end of the 1967 construction season. 
(g) Rotating beacons and wind-tees for 
Cheju, Kangnung and Pusan airports. 
(h) Airport Lighting System (runway and 
taxiway lights) for extension of Kimpo rm:way and taxiway systems.', 
(i) Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) 
and Taxiway Guidance systems for Kimpo and Pusan airports. 
(j) Improvement of Aeronautical Radio and 
Land Line Communication Equipment and Power at Kimpo, Cheju, Kangnung, 
Kwangju, Pusan and Samchok airports. 
(k) Improvement of Radio Teletypew','iter' and 
Land Line Teletypewriter Terminal Communication Equipment (inter­
national and domestic) at Kimpo, Pusan, and Cheju. 
(1) Vehicle and machinery at various locations 
listed below. This equipment may be put to iJmnediate use as soon as 
delivery is made, and should therefore be ordered as soon in the 
program as possible: ' 4 Rescue Vehicles, 1 each at Kimpo, Cheju, 
Kangnung, and "Pusan; 4 Ambulances, 1 each ,at Kimpo, Cheju, Pusan, and 
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Kangnungj 2 AD/C Crash and Fire Tr~cks at Kimpo; 2 Snow Plows, 

1 each at Kimpo and Kangnung; 3 Sweepers, 1 each at Cheju, Pusan, . 

and Kimpo; and 5 Electronics Facility Maintenance Trucks, 1 each 

at Cheju, Kangnung, Pohang, Taejon, and Pusan. 

In developing criteria for determining the 

need for establishing civil air navigation facilities in the ROK, 

and their locations, the followlng was taken into consideration: 

(a) Modern and more reliable air traffic control syste~ at main 

terminal points, and along Korean airway route structures; (0) 

Instrument landing systems and airport lighting at terminal areas 

not presently served with these essential aids, also providing for 

,full 	emergency landing capability at selected pointG of airway entry 
and exit (for example, the mountainous northeast sector and the 
southern overwater sector .• two extensive air-space areas not now 
central;y served with full emergency landing facilities); (c) 
InsurinG maximum air control safety for both the present ~!d develop­
ing touristic and indVostrial areas; Cd) Corrununication::; f.::..cili'cios 
to support the improved and expanded terminal and airlTay faci:Litiesj 
and (e) Vehicular equipment in support of system sites and Cl.ir-ports. 
The items that are here reco~~8nded for funding are the most ap­
propriate mix within a giVF~n time frame c3..11d this is borne out by 
the conclusions of the IBnD Transportation Team Tenk..tivc :i;rlc::;t­
ment Plan, and the recommendations by the leAO. 
The increase in CAB personnel levels (by the 

171 positions shown in the Loan Application) and extensive engllleer~ 

. ing back-up by FAAjI'lashington (which is provided as a systems procure­
ment channel) are considered essential to the implementation of the 
loan project in approximate conformance with the estimated time 
schedules and budget estimates. 
Prior to equipment delivery and installation, 

the CAB will increase its sta~~ and train its personnel in the 

required skills. At the same time this scheduling must take 

into account the intrinsic differences in urgency of facility com­

missioning, and the equipment delivery dates "micn may be obtained 

by FAA and'OSROK. A detailed chart of estirr~ted project schedules 

showing dates of implementation stages is shown as ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 3. 

In the coUrse of the intensive review (in 
country) of the original Development Loan Application, prior to this 
·technical analysis, coordinated study by MOT, USOM/K, FAA and the 
interested military users of aviation facilities in the Taegu FIR 
I. l.... 
. ,.' 
r­
.'\ .... ,'~ t..,· t"l" • 
. ...,~........ 
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resulted in an amendment to the loan application. The equipment and 
system considered herein are in accordance with the amended loan ap­
plication, and this analysis is based upon the amended loan facilities 
list. 
2. Equipment Plan/International Standards ~ 
Korea does not manufacture the !1ighly technical equipment 
called for in the Pr:JjeCt. In the absence of an it: 1. D. Loan, th~ CAB 
uO'Jld seek other t~quipment. This would probably result in its procuring 
substandard equipment over a longe~ period of time and) probably, there 
Hould be lJ.nse.tisfactory mesh o!" tb" equipml7n+~ prov:'ded. 'Tl:e p::-'E::cent 
IC;\O s:::llld8rd~·' represent U, S. dr::vel::)ned ~Y2tems I'tlld [Ii::, t,:cc.:'fi.c :ontrol 
cc::ccpt'.:, in \-Ihicfl the U.S, ::<'06'.01'9.1 Governm";D.t fJn" fill ::-lv",.:o'.;mer:t of 
rr,on;? h
'
)ndreds of mjllions of' dollars, Tlce3e ,o<Andar;;,; ",:,,1 1:Jpec of 
(~quipment ',JEre adopted intC?!'~lationally o!lly after' l'Y:-'b 8:/1 o1'-'::'icul+ 
!l0gotiations in the U.N., a~d in the fa2e of str0~g oppc~iti~n r~om 
competing systems develop6d in o~her co~ntries. It 15 T~~refn-~ in ~~~ 
direct interest Df' the U. S, to fo,:,ter the conti:J.:<~ri, -,,:1+,i',r:'lat::'ov ,a1 'l~C~,' 0:' 
the se 1]. S. manufactured standard sy.-:'tem,.:: " to th;jS 1"'1:-:70 ·.t t~i~ -:'1':'1,0 stment 
of time, mon,:~y, a?ld engineering I-Jhich has alr<-,ady t.R.l~~':1 pla("'c'. 
3. Engineering Pl~ns 
. T(:~ch~lical. ~.l1J ~·rtp~·..l'~:2.~;~(J~:y ;ntjine'..=?ring ,:";~.:~v-~f~~·:· fo:" -t i··!t~ pl 'Jje~:.t, 
Hlll be pl';)vlciE:d by UI" }'ederal AVla~.lon Agency rW'2UB,nt tJ a "'':-:jJa::'~lte __ 
1'IO/'11 bet\'lt:en USOM/K and tl-JP, PO:<G. 0:pe.::ific provisions cOl,Tc:~',-rig rh,., ~.,,::v:"',~f:.; 
to be rendF::red by FAA \'iill be detailed in a ,';epa:::'at2 PASA betwecYJ ~I-;) 
and FAA, which Hill have the p~'ior concur1'ancfO. 0::' the S:OKG {:~jIB. (r~~,::l~:r 
the PlolT the FAA Hill be directly 1',"spo11si018 to the BO:::'l'Ol-Jer :~or '};e 
decign and factory inspection of the L·. 8. rn..am..factu.c,,,,j eq'.lipm",;-_t .:.~lCl.ld: ~lg 
i i>" installatinn in Kor.:;a. Tb,; :JAA lofill provide tecj-lni-:::al dire'2tion a:ld 
aro.::istance for all equipmellt .inste.llation and, to the r::X7ent ths.t FAA's 
t.~chnicians them,-;elves B.re not performing Hork at~d ,'e:rvir.e;:; fo~~ th'? ;)!'oJer:t., 
(q...talified Korean e!1gi:-:eer3 and contract.or:::; a:r.e aVh..ilabl~~ fcc' ~1ite p:re- . 
pa:cation and construction)" the FAA wi,ll provid,::: the C1.l~~+'0:nB.::'Y f'llPP'~'vh:c'~'y 
engineering l3er/ices 1"01' the yJol'k b""ing done by t::e ~::AB C~' l1~f, CC)],ltl'5.C ~or",. 
A draft Scope of \vo~('k and Services -+:'0 b", p(~rf'-)Y'mf.d by t,l',(-' ?P.A, ;-1&<.' b::.eTl r~c­
pared and is inculded as Annex II, Exh~.bit 10, In order t.o maintain 
Borrm.le1' r'esponsibility for implement.ation of' the project, ~he S,:::op~ incl'lldlSs 
a clea::- recognition "Lha-t:; FAA personnel providing serV'lces for this loan 
proJect are responsible to the Barr-ower, and vlill not be agents of USOM. 
The requested loan amount . (amended Loan Application) is 
$4,200,000. This includes equipment and shipping costs, approximately 5~ 
percent for contingencies, and a separate amount for U.S. traini:-lg of Korean 
CAB technicians. The latter item is considered essential to the Project, 
since the type of training otherwise availabl~ for such technicians vlould 
critically handicap program implementation and systems thereafter. See 
ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 4 for cost breakdown. 
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It is intended that the cost of the two FAA Project Technicians, 

estimated at US$300,OOO, and included in the US$4,200,OOO loan will be 

TC funded. Hov;ever, Fy66 TC funds and Agency policy regarding re­

servation of future TC funds Ifill not permit obligation of all funds 

required for the FAA engineering services, other than from loan funds. 

Hence, even though A.LD. intends to fund FAA project engineering costs 

from ere ['unds, to the extent that they become available, sufficient funds' 

have l.Je(~n inculded in the loan to finance the FAA services necessary to 

complete the project-, in the event that TC funding becomes u:-:ta.vailable. 

'l'herefol'e, each fiscal year , it is USOM I S ir..tention to obliga.te TC 

funds, year by year, and corrE:sponcli:1g1y ieo81::'ge.te like 8.'EG':.:'ri:<: t:'::'O!1l 

.the loan. 
TC fU:1ding of t.he FftJl i-ongineE':::::'ing s'=Tvic2s :':'0.-::' tl-:.'O lY.":'Oj~ct, if: 

also preferred over DL funding because of the dtu:..l :'01::: "t; ;,' t~.cp~ 

.l.·~~~/C~Ar.... tecl-.nl·cl·anC" pla"IJ--4n pro,rl'dl"(1cr da'! -~o·t...J1'0 .""~' 1·,,.•·,"·.· •. ,·.'·,~'... ~ •. _.I_ ... ·· _­'-1..t1.."'l-~J'" 1.!. ;;:J ... ...1.d.. y __ ·J-_ •.• _.I, '.' ·,····,·/"··'1·,..... 
a!!d guidance to the 1'~ol'ean Civil Av::'ation. B·,.'::'"2<lU a:-:td L: ::(:,1)'-:'<::':. 
I~ngincel'ing ana procurcm(;nt services for tl".".! le1'1::' F::·o.5r~ct. ':-"'" i:,teY'­
rt~lutionship of these responsibilities is such that aeW 0:"[(, .; ··'l·b",:.' ui 
the FAA/CAJ\G group \-lill have to deal .. conc.llTt;ntl;y: I-l:l.tl-:: (>:::c'::':=~'i:. 
operatiollal, rnQ.intenar.~e, :l'egulatory awl ::,~'.~ni.:l2.,c·:':'.·:::.t::.-,i. "r:. ' 
n,;cted \-lith the pres':Cnt syst.em, and e.s;3·i..st i'<'j l.rcli '::!.~lg I-·":':'':;l.'''!,~l "C.,l 
f..mpervising the installation of equipment for the cxp8.~Ci"!:: a:ld jmprc"'~;:i 
system being provide<l under t.he proposed DL. POl' -'-tce f'i!'st 12 to 18 
months of project implementa.tion,. the ROK CAB, un( :-:.~ the gen~:r'8.1 s',;pe:c'­
vision of the FAA will be conducting project con:l",ct~d t:::'ai::li:ng (1::' 11,=",·; ,/ 
em.ployees (171) to bring the staffing pattern up to full pt:!:'ength a.'.!.d JI 
to provide a fully operational Avia.tion Constl'uction Bur'eat:. 1:1 
ad.dition, there ,{ill be training of ma:lmtenance and operational per'.:;clTlnC'l 
required for the successful operation of the improved and expanded air 
navigation system. ,~lso, du.ring this sa.me perioc'l ... CAAG advisors I-lill, 
vith their Korean counterparts, be training personnel at t.he Natio:,113.1 
Aviation College (NAC) and on the job in conjunction with 'their r.~.D:'::·'mt 
duties advising on day to day opera.tional, maintenance and regL;,l5.~~C'~'Y 
functions. 
If one or two additional U~S. FAA technical advisors wel'e add.cd 
to the present FAA/CAAG complement, (Le. if t.he complement were to 
go from 4 to 6) within 18 months two UwS. technicians could be 
assigned full time to DL project implementation. Under such an 
ru'rangement the services of those technicians would be more properly 
funded under the DL. However, ve do not expect the duties of the F'AA/CAAG, 
including those anticipated for this project, to require the additional 
technicians. 
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The FAA in Washington reviewed a copy of the original Loan 
Application and made their comments in a Letter to AID/W dated January 20, 196c. 
In addition to FAA's concurrence with the need for the facilities set forth 
in the Application and their general agreement with equipment cost estimates, 
they listed engineering assumptions required for cost analysis. Most 
important of these, with respect to all the equipment cost estimates, is 
"all costs were based on the procurement of an economic quantity." 
It is considered desirable and necessary that the procurement 
responsibilities under this loan be divided between OSROK and FAA t.o 
best serve economic and timely project inpJJementation. It ."ill be suggeste;' 
to the ROKG that procurement responsibilities be in accordanc~ Fith the 
following dividing line: Where OSROK lacks the neCESSa!'y technical -and 
engineering services in a required area (factory inspection of electronic 
sydems of high complexity j ability t.o obtain much ).OI"e1' c;ystem (;O~3t.3 by 
"add-or,'" to an existing contract, etc.) and FAA is able to F,::'ovid,j t>,~ 
necessary service, FAA should procure. Where FAA offers appro::drnc:,i:.,,:ly thC;'; 
same worl\: as may be provided by OSROK, the latter shoald be chosf::n be;;e.u,c:.e 
of their lower administrative costs and the fact that they are the Government. 
Procurement Agent for all procurement which they are qualified to handle. 
ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 4 is the recommended division of prO(;U~:'2ment ::';',Tpon-' 
sibilities. In preliminary discussions with RO!(G officials concc:::'~i2J.J 
full agreement ,{as reached on these arrangements for engi!leering, procurement, 
and construction. 
The FAA has gained, through years of experience as the sole procur'e­
ment agent for the U,S. Government for aeronautical and related equipment, e. 
high degree of competency in the procurement of air navigational aids 
and telecommund.cations equipment. The FAA can provide the precise 
specifications required to meet the needs of the end user. In addition, 
the full advantage of bull\: purchase prices anrl. more flexible scheduling 
of deliveries of commodities will be gained by the ROKG through the 
uniques ability of the F~~ to include A.I.D. procurement items under 
existing FAA contracts. 
other advantages to be gained through FAA procux'ement ar'e factory 
inspection and systems engineering. FAA engineers assigned to the 
project within the host country to accompllsh preliminary engineering, 
determine technical requirements, furnish standard plans, specifications 
and detailed requirements for site construction and buildings, wo~king 
in close coordination with FAA Washington as the procuring agent for 
commodities, ~rovides a single channel within one agency having a thorough 
knowledge and an established working relationship with U.S. suppliers of 
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radio aids to air navigation and telecommunication systems. 
Detailed requirements and procedures governing FAA procure­
ment in A.I.D. Development Loan projects are contained in Appendix IV 
to the General Agreement between the Agency for International Development 
and the FAA and in M.O. 1432.5 to assure compliance with AID statutDvy 
and policy requirements in the best interests of AID and the ROKG, 
including competitive procurement. The anticipated PIoie will provide 
that the AID financed procurements will be carried out in 
accordance with the General Agreement and M.O. 1432.5. 
4. Technical Feasibility 
The technical feasibility of loan project implementation 
involves four factors: (a) Timing of the various projects; (b) avai­
ls.bility for personnel and material to undertake the tasks; (c) avai­
lability of local funds; and (d) ROKG intrabureau coordinative action 
to assure timely land acquisition and building construction, and 
to provide in-country training of technicians, where required. 
( (a) Project timing is essentially a result of the realistic 
evaluation of the other three factors. 
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(b) The CAB staff increase pvogrammed for specific ~mplementa­
tion of this loan is c~msidered both adequate and essential. Tr.'aining of 
technicians at the equipment manufacturers' plants, however, r8 not 
considered an effective means of givi~g these technicians the required 
skills in their jobs. A concentrated course of study in both the 
equipment components and in proper maintenance procedures, techniques 
and schedules is deemed required for these technicians. The Training in 
the specific equipment being procured is offered only at the U.S. FAA 
Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma City, eklahoma. 
An amount has been established in ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 4 to 
cover the costs of training of Korean CAB technicians for implementation 
of this loan and for, maintenance of the systems thereafter. This amount 
will provide for the training of fifteen technicians for equipment main­
tenance (training of air traffic controllers and equipment opec:'ators has 
already been provided for through direct grant PIO/Ps). Phasine; of 
participant training in the various equipment specialties should folloH 
the timing shown below, t:::> take advantage of their newly acquired skills 
as nearly in co!lmcidence with equipment deliveries as is possible. 
Training Schedule 
Fiscal Number of Equipment Course 
Year Trainees Instruction Length 
1967 	 3 VORTAC 6 months 
3 ASR and SSR 6 months 
1968 	 3 VORTAC 6 months 
3 ILS and VOR 4 months 
1969 2 Comm and TTY 4 months 
1 Power, Air-Cond. 2 months 
& VASI 
Private construction contractors of proven capability and 
adequate construction materials are available within the country for 
timely construction of all roads, buildings and equipment sites. The CAB, 
under the supervision of the FAA, will be responsible for planning, con~ 
tracting and supervision of construction of all sites. The Aviation 
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Construction Bureau planned staffing is considered sufficient 
to this task. 
(c) In accordance with present construction 

costs and anticipated normal gradual increase in these rates within 

the planned construction period, the amount of local currency to be 

expended is considered a reasonable and factual estimate. 

(d) Thorough coordination of all aspects 

of this project has alreaqy been effected between the MOT and the 

other concerned ROKG Ministries and Agencies, military and civilian 

alike. It was decided during this coordination that the Hinistry of 

Communications (MOC) will provide the necessary point-to-point 

. Telecommunications 	circuits, meeting ICAO standards, for ~his Project. 
It is expected that this initial coordination will facilitate a 
smooth and realistically scheduled completion of all the project 
phases. 
. 5. Cost Estimates. 
The U.S. dollar cost estimates for equipment 
systems and machinery were based upon June, 1965.prices obtained by 
FAA in their procurement, and upon direct quotes' from the manufacturers 
of machinery (such as fire-fighting equipment). These estimates, as 
contained in the loan application, have been reviewed by FAA/W as well 
as by the USOM FAA/CAAG. Possible price increases are considered 
adequately covered by the included 5~ percent for contingencies. 
Accordingly, the Loan Committee is of the opinion that there is a 
reasonably firm estimate of the costs of the project. All systems 
and machinery costs are shown in ANNEX II, .EXHIBIT 4 according to 
facility type. 
D. Military Coordination 
Although the ROK CAB is responsible under ROK law 
for all airspace over Korea and the ocean areas bounded by the Taegu 
Flight Information Region, a large amount of all flying is presently 
military and a continuing high degree of coordination and cooperation 
is required between civil and military agencies using Korean airspace • 
. Therefore, USOM supplied both the U.S. and ROK military authorities 
with copies of the Loan Application which they thoroughly reviewed. 
Comments received from the military were full.y de~twith during the 
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intensive review of the application. All necessar,y coordination was 
achieved between the facilities to be financed under this loan and 
those programmed or plarmed by the ROK from their o...m resources, and 
fram the U.S. Ar.med Forces through DOD appropriations of MAP funds. 
, The following commands and subordinate commands 
.were involved in this coordination with USOM: 
314th USAF Air Division EUSA Aviation 
6146th USAF Advisory Group KMAG 
U.S. Navy Advisory Group U.S. Air Attache 
ROKG MND USFK Signal 
ROKG MOe EUSA 
ROKAF UNC 
ROKA PROVMAAG/K 
E. Economic Analysis 
The economic basis for evaluating the p~oject is 
the relative importance of air transport in the further development 
of the Korean economy compared with other forms of transportation. 
A thorough economic appraisal of the expansion of Korea's air trans­
port facilities is contained in the Korean Government's White Paper 
on Aviation, published in May 1965 by the Ministry of Transportation 
(Copy Forwarded to FE/EA/CPD, AID/I';). The following summary analysis 
is based largely on a critical review of the Government's report. 
1. Demand for Civil Air Transportation 
Civil air transporation in Korea is in its 
'infancy. While the ROK has made attempts to have regular international 
air routes linking Korea with Jap~ and Hong Kong since 1949, it was 
not until 1965 that KAt commenced a regular schedule of flights to 
Japan. At the present time, KAt, which started in 1962, is Korea's 
only international carrier. 
The existence of a prolonged military situation 
and sustained adverse economic conditions in Korea has hampered the 
growth of Korea's 'international civil air transportation network. The 
.,', 
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growth of domestic civil air transport service has shown a similar 
pattern of slow growth for basically the same reasons of a tense 
military situation and unstable economic conditi0ns over much of 
the past 15 years. However, during recent years, the picture 
changed and civil avia-...ion in Korea is wowing at a healthy rate. 
Summary data on international anc domestic air transport service 
from'1963 to 19&5 are presented in the following ~ab1e. 
11 
Air Transportation in Korea, 1963-1965 
Item Unit 
Internat iona1 
1.~ 1964 1965 
Domestic 
1963 1964 1965 
Number of 
Flights Each 91.2 1,448 1,881 5,275 9,508 10,.',)1 
Number of 
Passengers 
Persons 
Kilometers 
48)813 60,692 77,492 94,036 174,925 
28.2 mil 53.6 mil 
207,699 
63.3 mil 
Rate of Seat 
Occupancy % 59.6 49.4 54.2 58.9 60.4 62.3 
This breakdown does not include 540 MATS flights into Kimpo/Seoul 
in 1965, nor the military chartered flights of U.S. air carriers 
that rotated approximately 1.2,000 troops per month into Kimpo/Seoul 
during 1965, which involved an additional 1750 to 2200 fli·rshts in 
1965. 
Because of the re1ativelJ .3hort period covered 
by past data, the past trends of air transport service do not represent 
a reliable basi8 on which to project future demand. More accurate and 
meaningful indications can be derived by analyzing the growth trends 
.in other countries and by exploring the potential in Korea for growth 
in closely related industries such as tourism and overland transport. 
The situation as regards growth trends in other 
countries is graphically illustrated in a chart, (ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 5) 
which shows an overall tripling in ~ota1 worldwide civil air transporta­
tion usage between 1953-1963. The chart indicates that the DOSt r~pid 
growth since 1960 has been o~curring in the Far East region. A chart 
showing the trend of growth for Xorea J based on the best available 
. information, is 6ho~ aE: ANl'JEX II, EXHIBIT 6. 
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An exhaustive analysis of the prospects for expansion of 
Korea's tourism industry is contained in a report being completed by 
an A.I.D. - sponsored tourism advisor, which will be available in 
July 1966. It is noteworthy that the report recommends a "fast and sizable 
increase in KAL equipment, routings and ~requency~ p~us additional 
other airline service." The r~port emphasizes the incresing flow of 
world businessmen into the burgeoning Asian market and repeatedly stresses. 
Korea's opportunitles to attract a larger share of international tourist 
traffic. On the domestic scene, the report points out that the mountain­
ous nature of Korea's terrain and the slowness of overland travel due to 
rough roads make it almest imperative to rapidly develop domestic air 
transport capability as the most efficient means of accomrnoda.J:;ing increased 
tourist flow. 
2. Geographic Considerations 
The Republic 'of Korea is loc!:l.ted on the southern half of the 
Korean peninsula. K-:>rea's only land boundB+Y consists of the DMZ which 
separates the Republic from a hostile govel'nment in the northern half 
of the peninsula. There could be seriogs consequences if free world 
aircraft, through failure of adequate air safety equiprr.e:1:',' p.;:'c;c.,t.:'at.ed 
the DMZ while approaching or departi ng Seoul's Kimpo I l'te::'[,a ~,iu:ial hi:C­
port. The air distance from Kimpo to the DMZ is only 15 r.autical miles, 
and landing speeds of modern jet aircraft are approximately 190 miles 
per hour. The security and political considerations require the highest 
degree of safety possibie for flights in the proximity of the DMZ. 
A-::. noted earlier, .much of Korea is mountai,nons. A road 
network covers most of the country, but the roads are generally gravel 
surfaced. FutUre improvements and new roads will continue to be 
relatively expensive because of the peculiarities of the Korean terrain. 
Displacement of. arable land through increase in new road milage is more 
serious in Korea than in most other countries, Railway servj.ce is 
adequate for present usage but railway facilities would need considerable 
additional Lwestment in order to meet.',increased traffic flows. Air 
tansportation is Korea's primary link for external travel, having accounted' 
for 87 percent of total overseas travel between 1957 and 1964; air 
transportation is the quickest and most efficient means of domestic travel. ' 
As an added note on the domestic side, it is pointed out that the two 
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fastest growing industrial areas in Korea, the Seoul-Inchon and 
Pusan-Ulsan areas, are at opposite ends of the country. The former 
is located in northwest Korea near the demilitarized zone while the 
latter is situated on the coastline in southeast Korea. 
3. Government Policy 
The importance of the development of modern 
civil air transportation facilities to economic growth is reflected 
in the Government's policy for civil air transport expansion. Re­
cognizing the ~otentia1ly lucrative benefits to be derived from 
increased international business contacts and expanded tOUrism"the 
Government has made it a matter of policy to encourage major incer­
national airlines to stop at Kimpo Airport near Seoul, the capital 
city. The Government has indicated its willingness to continue to 
support the development of modern air transportation services through 
government investment and subsidies where appropriate. 
The ROKG Second Five-Year Plan, ,·ffiich vall 
cover the period 1967 through 1971, includes the proposeu eA~tinGion 
,of civil aviation facilities as a high priority project. 
4. Air Navigation Facilities 
There is an obvious connection between the 
demonstrated need for expanded civil air transportation facilities' 
and the need for civil air navigation facilities. For reasons of . 
economy and safety, adequate navigational aids are a vital element 
in the development of a modern efficient air transport system. One 
mishap involving a jet carrier of the type that fly into Seoul daily 
can exceed the cost of installing the latest air navigation system 
throughout Korea as proposed in this project. The best guide for 
what is needed in the way of navigation facilities for Korea are the 
standards established by the ICAO~ of which Korea is a member state. 
In fact, as has been pointed out els,ewhere, this project has 'been 
designed under the guidance of U.S. aviation technicians in order to 
ensure that Korea's civil air transport. system measures up to ICAO 
standards for international air travel. ' 
An engineering cost analysis of the project 
has been conducted by USOM sponsored FAA aviation engineers and 
technicians, with the backup support of the U.S. Federal hviation 
Agency, Washington, D. C. On the basis of this engineering analysis .. 
installation schedules have been assigned to the various project 
components in accordance with the requirements of sound system 
development. 
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5. Conclusion Regarding Economic Aspects 
The Loan Committee supports the view of the Government that civil 
air navigation aids are necessary for the growth of civil aviation. Growth of 
~ivil aviation is essential to the growth of Korean COIT~erce and industry. 
The Committee is of the opinion that these facilities, while not luxurious, 
should be adequate to supply traffic growth for a considerable period of time 
with minor additions or modifications, thus avoiding the dangers of: (a) lac;­
ing equipment when needed, or (b) obtaining mismatchedcequipment. 
The Loan Committee finds the Project to be economically sound. In 
reaching this conclsuion, it judged the size of the investme~t to be made to bf; 
appropriate to the priority needs of Korea. The engineering C03tS ar'e 
believed to be reasonable. The normal cost-benefit analysis is not e:pplicable 
to this type of project. 
F. Financial Analysis 
1. Financial Plan 
The total cost of this project is estimated at $5,774.'163. The 
foreign exchange costs will amount to $4,200,000 and local Clr:'Y'c';.'jC;j :~ )J-~.: __ 
amount to 0425,024,000. A summary of the capital requirements is shown as 
ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 4. The A.I.D. loan will be the source of foreign exchange 
financing while the ROKG Economic Development Special Account will be the 
source of looal currency financing. After the project is completed, necessary 
maintenance and operating costs will be financed from the ROKG General Account 
through annual budget appropriations. 
The $4,200,000 A.I.D. Loan will cover the costs of imported U.S. 
materials and equipment and the cost of necessary specialized U.S. training for 
Koreans. As earlier explained, the cost of the FM engineering services required 
to complete the project will be TC funded, and as such funds are obligated, a 
corresponding amount of the loan funds will be deobligated. The A.I.D. Loan 
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funds will be loaned to the ROKG with repayment over 40 years from the 
date of the first disbursement, including a 10-year grace period, in 
level semi-annual installments of principal and interest. Interest will 
be 1 percent during the grace period and 2~ percent thereafter. This will be 
a "one-step" loan (U.S. to ROKG) with no subloan of the proceeds. 
The Loan Committee investigated the possibilities tha.t 
there may be related revenue-producing activities of the MO'l' and t~AB 
that possess the capability or potential to service a sublO8.n for this 
project. The Committee found that such activities would not generate 
enough revenue to service the loan. The Ko:':.'ean Air Li:l.es (Kf.":') is 8. 
separate Government corporation. The CAB, wfuich will be respc~~3i})le 
for implementation of this project, has revenues from auch S07,~P':; 2.F'.: 
airport landing fees, communications services, airpert office l'e:rtp',l, 
etc.; however, total CAB revenues have been consistently le,ss than total 
CAB operating costs. At the present time, approximately one-hali 0:' 
all CAB revenues are derived from international ai!'lb.es fl)~' Ei.5.::'~.: ~,::,-t 
landing fees, already among the highest in the vlorld. The :::"oa.n COJlirui"!;t",;·; 
noted that the CAB does not collect landing fees from domestic airlines 
or from any military flights. The first Implementation Letter will 
provide that as a part of the ROKG's detailed plans for implement~tion 
of the Project, USOM will be furnished a description of the plans and 
steps taken to require KAL and other n'on-military users to pay proper 
charges and fees for services rendered. Furthermore, the ROKG will be 
required to covenant that such plans as have been accepted by A. I.D. 
(the USOM) vlill be carried out by the ROKG. However , it recognized by 
the Loan Committee that landing fees, although a small measure of self 
help, are in no we.,\ intended to financially support air navigational 
services. It is the gem~ral practice throughout the world to use the 
landing fees to pay for the maint~n~nce of runways, taxiways and c:er·tain 
aircraft handling equipment. There is no intention to imply that the 
landing fees will, in any way serve to meet amortization requirements. 
Since the Project will not produce debt-servicing revenue 
to amortize the loan, the ROKG will repay the loan by transferring 
local currency from the ROKG General Account to the Bank of Korea to 
retire the U.S. dollar debts when due. .ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 7 is the 
proposed amortization·ttable. 
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2. ROK Debt-Ser~ice Requirements 
As of April 1966, foreign loans which had been approved by 
the ROKG and for which loan agreements had been signed or letters of 
guarantee had been isssued or were pending, amounted to $472.7 million. 
Of this amount, $238.7 million are long-term government loans and 
$234.0 million represent long-term commercial loans (including $198.0 
million backed by government repayment guarantees). 
The United states is the source of 53 percent of the total 
foreign loans thus far approved by the ROKG, accounting for 80 percent 
of government loans and 26 percent of commercial loans. West Ge~many 
and Japan are next two major sources, each accounting for about 15 percent 
of th2 total. - Funds amounting to $137.0 million, or approximately 
29 percent of the $472.7 million total approved loans, had arrived as 
imports through December 1965. 
The terms for government loans from the United states include 
a 40-year repayment period, with 10 years' grace and interest of 3/4-1 
percent during grace and 2-3~ percent thereafter. Government loans from 
other sources carry terms of 20 i'ears' repayment period incl"J.di::lg 5-6 
years' grace and interest of 3-3'2 percent. The commercial 108.;::3 82'e 
generally medium term with a 10 percent down payment, 8-10 ye~ repayment 
period, including 2-3 years' grace and interest of 5 3/4-6 percent. 
The debt-service on the total amount of approved loaas, as 
estimated by the Economic Planning Board of the ROKG, ranges from $8.2 
million in 1965 to $40.8 million in 1970. Commercial loans, which 
represent slightly less than one half of total foreign loans approved 
as of April 1966, will account for almost 90 percent of the debt-service 
requirements during the five-year period, 1966-1970, according to the 
Economic Planning Board's estimation, 
In e.ddition to the $472.7 million of loans already approved, 
another $389.5 million represents loans presently under review by the 
ROKG, including $192.1 million of government ~.oans and $197.4 million 
of commercial. The Economic Planning Board estimates additional debt­
service requirements resulting from these loans ranging from $0:.1 
million in 1965 to $32.3 million in 1970, assuming that commitments are 
obtained and funds arrive within the nexttwo to three years. A summary 
of the debt-serviceson Korea's foreign loans based on the assumptions 
stated above is contained in ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 8,:,:' Under the terms of the 
Korea-Japan Normalization Agreement, $200 million in government loans 
and $300 million in commercial will be made available to Korea over the 
IO-year period 1967-1976. Except for $125.1 million already taken-:' into 
account above under the category "Commercial Loans Under Review," the 
debt-service effects of loans from this additional source have not been 
calculated. 
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The joint ROKG-U.S. Stabilization Agreement imposes a limit 
on the debt-service connected with foreign commercial loans of 9 percent 
of total expected KFX earnings. The following table shows the percentage 
ratios of debt-service to expected KFX earnings for the period 1965­
1970 on the basis of data provided by the Economic Planning Board: 
(In Millions of Dollars) 
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Estimated KFX earnings ~ 289.8 354.6 E.! 419.3 483.6 548.5 614.9 
Debt-service on approved 
,,'- '::/commercial loans ~ 6.6 13.3 24.4 25.6 28.5 .:,C. _' 
Percentage ratios 2.3% 3.8% 5. 8% 5.3% 5.2% 
.' 
5 () 
I 
Debt-service including 
commercial loans under 
review '!;./ 6.6 25.7 35.8 54.8 
Percentage ratios 6.1% 8.2% 10.0% 
~ As estimated by the EPB. Includes goods and services. 
£/ One-half of difference between estimates for 1965 and 1967. 
It can be seen from the above table that the debt-service on 
commercial loans already approved falls well within the limit of 9 pcTce~t. 
However, under the assumption that all commercial loans presently under 
review are to be approved over the next 2-3 years, the debt-service would 
approach the 9 percent limit by 1968 and would exceed it in 1969 and 1970. 
Thus, whether or not the limit is exceeded will depend upon the rate at which 
loans presently under review are committed. In this connection it :::hould bB 
noted that the above table takes account of the debt-service on $125.1 million 
of Japanese commercial loans to be signed under the Korea-Japarl No!'malization 
Agreement. It has been anticipated that funds from this source would e.:"rive 
in the amount of $30 million each year over the dp.cade beginning in 1967. The 
above table does not take into account the possibility of additional loans 
from other commercial sources beyond those loans already attributed to 
these sources and presently under review. 
In view of Korea's present debt-servicing situation and the' . 
prospects for increased earnings, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
loan will be repaid on the terms stipulated in this paper. 
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3. Alternate Sources of Financing 
The Export-Import Bank and IBRD/IDA have advised A.I.D. 
that they are not interested in financing this project. No otller :public 
or :private free-world source has indicated an interest in financing 
the foreign exchange cost portion of projects in Korea at this time. 
SECTION III. EFFECT ON U.S. ECONOMY 
A. Competition with U.S. Enterprise 
This project, by its nature, does not involve 
competition with any U.S. private enterprise" 
B. Source/Origin of Procurement of Goods and Services 
To be eligible for financing under this loan, all 
goods and services must have their source and origin in the United 
States. Excess property, if it is available and if it meets standards 
and specifications, will be used to the maximum extent possible. 
C. Effect on Private Enterprise 
Imported materials and equipment for this project, 
as well as factory engineering services, are to be procured in the 
United States from private sources. Thus, all of the U.S. dollar costs 
of this project will directly benefit U.S. private ent~rprise. 
Except for work carried out by CAB personnel, 
construction work on the project will be awarded to competent local 
private contractors following the receipt of open and competitive 
bids. Also, Korean made construction materials will be procured 
locally from private sources. However, most of the local engineering 
will be perfo~ed by engineers on the staff of the CAB. 
The improved air facilities will act, as a spur 
to the expansion of Korea's tourist industry, which is potentially a 
source of sizable foreign exchange earnings. The improvements will 
also serve to expedite the flow of international and domestic com­
mercial business activities. Therefore, private enterprise in Korea 
as well as U. S. and other countries will greatly benefit from the 
proposed project 
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SECTION IV. ISSUES 
None. 
SECTION V. VIEWS OF COUNTRY TE!1M 
The country tea~ finds this project to be desirable 
and consistent with U.S. objectives in Korea. 
SECTION VI. SPECIAL PROVISION 
The Loan Agreement will requirij.l as a cor.dir,j on 
precedent to any disbursement, that the Bar'rowE:r will pro\iid~ ctctd.l..L",a 
plans, in form and content satisfactory to A. 1. D., for' the installation7 
operation and maintenance of the project. Such plans will co,"""r: 
recruitment and training of personnelj source and timing of the required 
local currency j arrangements for erl(3ineering, const:r'uction and pro­
curementj timely availability of adeq~ate communications facilitiesj 
and plans :'or collecting landing and other fees from non-mili"Cary ~sers 
of airports in the Republic of Korea. The Loan Agreement will also 
provide in a standard covenant that, except as A.I.D. may othe:r~ise 
agree in writing, the Bo:r'rower will implement the project in accordance 
with such approved plans. 
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ANNEX. I 
May ?7, 1966STATUTORY CHECKLIST 
(Development Loan Fund) 
(Provide statements under each item, including references 

to places in the Paper, or other clearly identified and 

readily available documents, where they are suppoI·ted.) 

1. 	 FA Sec. 102. Precautions that have been or' are be:lng taken 

to assure loan proceeds are not diverted to short-ter.m emergency 

purposes (such as budgetary, balance of payments) or military 

purposes) or any other purpose not essential to the country's 

long-range economic development. 

Loan Agreement will limit use of funds to project. 
2. 	 FA Sec. 102. Information whether the country permits, or fails 

to take adequate measures to prevent, the damage or destruction 

by mob action of U.S. property. . 

Criterion met. No information of such mob action in Korea. 
3. 	 FA Sep. 102. Measures taken to utilize U.S. Government excess 

perspnal property in lieu of procurement of new items. 

, Section III, B. Loan Agreement will include standard clause 

covering excess propert~. 

,l~. 'FA Sec. 201 (b). Manner in which loan will promote country's 
.economic development, emphasizing help for long-range plans and 
programs designed to develop economic resourcos and increase 
productive capacities. 
Section I" A and B, S·;,ction II, C and E. 
5. : FA Sec. 201 (b)(l). Information and conclusion on availability 

of financing'fram other free-world sources, including private 

sources within the United states • 

.	Neither Ex-Im Bank nor IBRD/IDA are interested in financing this 
project. 
The following abbreviations are used: 
FA -'Fo~eign 'Assistance Act o~ 1961, as amended by the Foreign 
Assistance Actor 1965• 
.App. - 'Foreign Assistance and .,Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 
1966. 
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6. 	 FA Sec. 201 (b)(2). Information and conclusion on activity's 

economic and technic-al soundness, including the capacity 

of the recipient country to repay the loan at a reasonable rate 

of interest. 

Section II, C, E, and F, and ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 8. 
7•. FA Sec. 201 (b)(3). Information and conclusion on existence of 

reasonable promise activity will contribute to development of 

economic resources or increase of productive capacities. 

Section II, C and E. 
8. 	 FA Sec. 201 (b)(4). Information and conclusion on activity's 

relationship to other oevelopment activities, and its contribution 

to rea.1:i.zable long-range objectives • 

.Section I, A and B • 
. 9. 	 'FA Sec. 201 (b)(5). Country's self-help measures, including 
institution of Foreign Assistance Act investment gua~anty programs. 
The ROKG will tmdertake part of the financing of this project and 
train additional personnel to operate the new equipment (Section 
II,. C and F). The ROKG has instituted FAA Investment Guaranty 
programs. 
10. 	 FA Sec. 201 (b)(6). Information and conclusion on possible 
effects on U.S. economy, with special reference to areas of sub­
stantial labor surplus. 
Section III, C. 
ll. 	 FA Sec. 201 (b). Information and conclusion on reasonable prospects' 
of repayment. 
Section II, F, and ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 8. 
12. 	 FA Sec. 201 (d). Information and conclusion on legality (under 
laws of the country and the U.S.) and reasonableness of lending 
and relending terms • 
. . Lending terms meet legal requirements of U.S. and ROK laws, and 
. are applicable ;to, loans ·.of' this.type. ~ ....
. .. 	 . 
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13. 	 FA Sec. 201 (e). Information and conclusion on availability 

of an application together with sufficient information and 

and assurances to indicate reasonably that funds will be used 

in an economically and technically sound manner. 

Section II,A, C, and E. 
14. 	 FA Sec. 201 (f). If a project, information and conclusion 
whether it will promote the economic development of the requesting 
country, taking into account the country's human and material re­
source requirements and the relationship between the ultimate 
objectives of the project and the country's overall economic 
deve1opm~nt. 
Section I, B and Section II, E. 
15. 	 FA Sec. 201 (f). If a project, information and conclusion whether 
it specifically provides for appropriate participation by private 
tnerprise. 
Section III, C. 
:16. ' FA Sec. 202 (a). Total amounts of money under loan which is 
going directly to' private enterprise, is going to intermediate 
credit institutions or other borrowers for use by private enter­
prise, is being used to finance imports from private sources, 
or is otherwise being used to finance procurements from private 
sources. 
Approximately ninety-nine percent (99%) of the loan will be go 
to private enterprise to finance equipment and services of U.S. 
origin (Section II, C, and ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 4). 
17. 	,FA Sec. 601. Information and conclusions whether loan will 
encourage efforts of the country to: (a) increase the flow of 
internAtional trade; (b) foster private iniative and competition; 
(c)en,:ourage development and use of cooperatives, credit unions, 
and savings and loan associations; (d) discourage monopolistic 
practices; (e) improve technical efficiency of industry, agricu1­
·ture, and commerce; (f) strengthen free labor unions. 
, (a), (b), and, (e): ''Section I, B, and·Section II, E. 

, (c), (d), and (f): ,Not applicable~ , 
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18•. FA Sec. 601 Cd). Conclusion and supporting information on compli'­
ance with the Congressional policy that engineering and profes~ 
sional services of U.S. firms and their affiliatef are to be 
used in connection with capital projects to the maximum extent 
consistent with the national interest. 
Section II, C, and Section III, C. 
19. 	 FA Sec. 601, 602. Information and conclusions whether loan will 
(a) encourage U.S. private trade and investment abroad; (b) 
encourage private U.S. participation in foreign assistance programs 
(including use of private trade channels and the services of U.S. 
private enterprise), and (c) permit American small business to 
participate equitab~ in the furnishing of goods and services 
financed by it. 
Section II, C, and Section III".A, B, and C. 
20. 	 -FA Sec. 604 Cal; App. Sec. 108. Compliance with restriction of 
commodity procurement to U.S. except as otherwise determined by 
the President and subject to statutory reporting requirements. 
Section III, B. Loan Agreement will so provide • 
.21. 	 FA Sec. 604 (b). Compliance with bulk commodity procurement 
restriction to prices no higher than the market price prevaiIL~g 
in the U.S. at time of purchase. 
Section II, C. Loan Agreement will so provide. 
22.' FA Sec. 604 (d). Compliance with requirement that marine insurance 
be purchased on commodities if the participating country discrim­
. inates, and that such.insurance be placed in the U.S • 
. Loan Agreement will so provide. 
23. ' 	FA Sec. 6ll (a)(ll. Informatipn and conclusion on availability 
.of engineering, financial, and other plans necessary to carry out 
the assistance and of a reasonab~ fir.m estimate of the,cost of 
the ~ssistance to the 'United ·l3tates • 
. . ''.section II J ·C. 
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24. 	 FA Sec. 611 (a)(2). Necessary legislative action required within 
recipient country and basis for reasonable anticipation such 
action will be completed in time to permit orderly accomplishment 
of purposes of loan. 
Legislative action, if required, will provided for under conditions 
precedent to disbursements in Loan Agreement. 
25. 	' FA Sec. 611 (b); App. Sec. 101. If water or water related land 
resource construction project or program, information and conclu­
sion on benefit-cost computation. 
Not applicable. 
26. 	 FA Sec. 611 (c). Compliance with requirement that contracts for 
construction be made on competitive basis to maximum extent 
practicable. 
Will 	be provided in Loan Agreement. 
27. 	 FA Sec. 619. Compliance with requirement that assistance to 
newly independent countries be furnished through multilateral 
organizations or plans to maximum extent appropriate. 
Not applicable. 
28. 	 FA Sec. 620 (a)i Apr. Sec. 107 (a). Compliance with prohibitions 
against assistance to Cuba and any country (a) which furnishes 
assistance to Cuba or fails to take appropriate steps by February 
14, 1964 to prevent ships or aircraft under its registry from 
carrying equipment, materials, or supplies from or to Cuba; or 
(b) which sells, furnishes or permits any ships under its registry 
from carrying items of primary strategic significance, or items 
of economic assistance. 
The 'ROK does not provide such assistance to Cuba. 
29. 	' FA Sec. 620 (b). If assistance to the government of a country, 
existence of determination it is, not controlled by the international 
Communist movement. 
: The 	Secretary has so determined in the case of the,ROK. 
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30. 	 FA Sec. 620 (c). If assistance to the government of a country, 
existence of indebtedness to a U.S. citizen for goods or services 
furnished or ordered 'where such citizen has exhausted available 
legal remedies or where the debt is not denied or contested by 
such government or the indebtedness arises under an unconditional 
guaranty of payment given by such government: 
No such indebtedness known to exist. 
31. 	 FA Sec. 620 (d). If assistance for any productive enterprise 
whichwill compete with U.S. enterprise, existence of agreement 
by the recipient country to prevent export to the U.S. of more 
than 20% of the enterprise's annual production during the life 
of the loan. 
No competition with U.S. enterprise will result from thjs project. 
32. 	 FA Sec. 620 (e)(l). If assistance to the government of a country, 
extent to which it (including government agencies or s'U.bd:Lvisions) 
has, after January 1, 1962, taken steps to repudiate or nullify 
contracts or taken any action which has the effect of nationaliz­
ing, expropriating, or otherwise seizing ownership or control of 
property of U.S. citizensQr entities beneficially owned by them 
without taking appropriate steps to discharge its obligations. 
No such action known to have been taken. 
33. 	 FA Sec. 620 (f)j App. Sec. 109. Compliance with prohibitions 
against assistance to any Communist country. 
The ROK provides no assistance to any communist country. 
34. 	 FA Sec. 620 (g). Compliance with prohibition against use of 
assistance to compensate owners for expropriated or nationalized 
property. . 
Not applicable. 
35. 	 FA Sec. 620 (h) '! Compliance with regulations and procedures 
adopted to insure against use of assistance in a manner which, 
contrary to the best interests of the U.S., promotes or assists 
the foreign aid projects or activities of the Communist-block 
countries. 
No such projec' or activity known to exist in recipient country., 
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36. 	 FA Sec. 620 (i2. Exi~tence of deter.mination that the country 

is engaging in or preparing for aggressive military efforts. 

The President has made no deter.minat~on with respect to the 
ROK under this Section.­
37. FA Sec. 620 (k). If construction of productive enterprise -where 

aggregate value of assistance to be furnished by U.S. will 

exceed $100 million, identification of statut0ry authority. 

Not applicable. 
3.8. 	 -FA Sec. 620 (1). Compliance with prohibition against assistar:.ce 
after 31 December 1966 for the government of a country which 
fails to institute investment guaranty program. 
, The requisite investment guaranty programs have been instituted. 
- 39. 	 FA Sec. 620 (n)i App. Sec. 107(b); 117. Compliance ',,r...7,(, "?roh:':1:;­
tions against assistance to countries Which traffic or permit 
trafficking with North Vietnam. 
No information that the ROK so traffics or permits trafficking. 
_ 40. 	 FA Sec. 620 (0). If country has seized, or imposed any penalty 
or sanction against, any U.S. fishing vessel on account of its 
fishing activities in international waters, consideration which 
has been given to excluding the country from assistance. 
No information that the ROK has so acted against any U.S. fishing 
vessel. 
'_,*1. 	 FA Sec. 636 (h); 612 (b). Appropriate steps that have been taken 
to assure that, to maximum·extent possible, country is contribut­
ing local currencies to meet the cost of contractual and other 
services and foreign currencies owned by the U.S. are utilized 
to meet the cost. of contract~al and other services. 
The ROKG is contributing all local currency requirements of 
this 	project. 
42. 	 App. (Sec. Unnumbered) Use of funds to carry out FA Sec. 205, 

Which pertains ,to IDA. 

Not applicable. 
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43. 	 APE. Sec. 102. Compliance with requirement that payments in 

excess of $25,000 for architectural and engineering services 

on any one proje~t be reported to Congress. 

Any such fees in excess of $25,000 will be reported to Congress. 
44. 	 App. Sec. 104. Compliance with bar against funds to pay 

pensions, etc., for military personnel. 

The Loan Agreement and Letter of Commitment procedures will 
preclude such payments • 
. 45. 	 App. Sec. 106. If country attempts to create distinctions 
because of their race or religion among Americans in granting 
personal or commercial access or other rights otherwise avail­
able to U.S. citizens generally, application which will be made 
in negotiations of contrary principles as expressed by Congress. 
No information that the ROK creates such distinctions. 
46 •.. App. Sec. 111. Compliance existing requirements for security 

clearance of personnel. 

Th~ Loan Agreement and Implementation Letters will contain 
req~ired provisions. 
47. 	 App. Sec. 112. Compliance with requirement for approval of 

contractors and contract terms for capital projects. 

The Loan Agreement and Implementation Letters will provide 
for the required review and approval. 
48 •. App. Sec. 114. Compliance with bar against use of funds to 

pay assessments, etc., of U.N. member. 

The Loan Agreement and Letter of Commitment procedures "-'ill 
preclude such payments. 
49. 	 App. Sec. 115. Compliance with regulations on employment of 
U.S. and local personnel for funds obligated after 30 April 1964• 
. The Loan Agreement will cover this provision, if applicable. 
50. 	 App. Sec. 401. Compliance with bar agaL~st use of funds for 

publicity or propaganda purposes within U.S. not heretofore 

authorized by Congress • 

. The Loan Agreement and Letter of COlmllitment procedures will 
preclude such use of funds. 
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ESTIMA TED PROJECT PRIORITY SCHEDULING ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 3 
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ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 4 
ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS 
FAA OSROK 
Project Dol. Cost Do1.Cost Project Won Equiv. 
(Est. Procurement Won Cost in Won plus 
Breakdown) (1,000) Dollars Dollars 
ASR 586,575 
'} 89,217 330,433 i,167,YOGdSSR 250,000 
VORs 325,500 } '166,454 616,496 1,16:',/)6TACANS (AN/GRC-9) 220,000 
ILSs (Low cost) 375,000 27,294 101,089 476,089
Aero Radio & 
11 Comm Equip 149,375 19,502 72,230 474,68~ 
Improve RTT & LTT 238,000 }VOR Monitor Links 15,080 
Aero LL, Conun & 
Power Improve. ,295,400 14,515 53,759 349,159 
SELCAL ,9,700 600 2,222 11, r')':';' 
Approach Light Sys. 290,000 
Airport Light Sys. 30,000 
Runway & Taxi Lights 51,600 
- 43,970 162,852 ~""II,;I') ... 
Rotating Beacons & 
Wind Tees 42,000 
VASI & Taxi Lights 81,500 
Rescue, Fire & 
Ambulance Veh's 114,600 ,32,658 120,956 235,556 
A/C Crash & Fire 
Trucks 204,100 :xx .xx 204,100 
Heavy-duty Equip. 139,400 10,575 39,167 178,567 
Electronic Facility 
Maint. Trucks 29,100 :xx .xx: 29,100 
Sub Total 2,159,530 1,287,400 404,785 1,499,2~4 4,946,134 
FAA Procurement 161,965 161,965 
(7~%' Admin)
CAB Tech. Training 8~000 80,000 
CAB Eng. Coord. ,000 6,000 
FAA. Eng~' -Services 300,000 300.000 
Sub Total 2,1°7,495 1,287,400 5,494,099 
3,994~895
Contingency 205.105 20 12J2 Z4z259 280~06~ 
Grand Total W425 t 024 1,574,163 '2 ,7.74 ! 163 (Korean Won) 
Exchange rate of'W270:$1. 
___ 
~EX II" EXHIBIT 5 
Trends of Worldwide Civil Air Transportation 
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ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 7 
PROJECTED A.LD. LOAN REPAYMENT SCHEDULE 
(~ 'tr. 5.: Dollars) 
Total 
Payment 
$10,054 • .30 
16,651,97 
18,991.80 

19,16.3.30 

19,420.20 

19,47.3.20 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

91,757.58 

91,757.58 

Interest 
Payment 
. $10,054,.30 
16,651,97 
18,991.80 

.19,16.3 • .30 

19,420.20 

19,47.3.20 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

19,500.00. 

19,500.00 

19,500.00 

48,750.00 

48,212.41 

Loan Amount: $.3,900,000.00 
Term: 	 40 years with 10 year 
grace period. 
Interest: 1% per annum 
durin~ 10 year grace 
and 22%thereafter 
Principal Outstanding 
ReEa~ent Loan 
$2,020,86.3.(0 

.3,.3.30,.394.00 

.3 ,798) .360. ce, 

.3,8.32,660.(';:.' 

3 .,884,0! ().()0 
? .- ,
..) )u·,.~) ...,.\ 
.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

. .3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

.3,900,000.00 

$4.3,007.58 .3,856,992.42 

4;"',545.17 .3,81.3,447.25 

The amortization schedule for the loan has been calculated to reflect 
the proposed actual repayment schedule, with the FAA engineering costs 
·lU'ovided by TC funds and the US$300,000 included in the loan for that purpose 
.:' de"Obligated. 
Total 
Payment~ 
1978 $91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1979 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1980 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1981 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1982 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1983 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1984 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1985 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1986 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1987 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1988 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1989 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1990 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1991 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1992 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
1993 	 ,91,757.58 
, 91,757.58 
1994 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
Interest 

Payment 

$47,668.09 
47,116.97 
46,558.96 
45,993.98 
45,421.94 
44,780.24 
44,255.52 
43,661. 75 
43,060.55 
42,451.84 
41,835.64 
41,211.49 
40,579.67 
39,939.94 
39,292.22 
38,636.40 
37,972.39 
37,300.07 
36,619.36 
35,930.13 
35,232.29 
34,525.72 
33,810.32 
33,085.98 
32,352.58 
31,610.02 
30,858.1.8 
30,096.94 
29,326.18 
28,545.78 
27,755.64 
26,955.61 
26,145.59 
25,325.44 
Principal Outstanding 
ReEayment Loan 
$44,089.49 
44,640.61 
45,198.62 
45,763.60 
46,335.64 
·46,977.34 
47,502.06 
48,095.83 
48,697.03 
49,305.74 
49,92l..94 
50,546.09 
51,177.91 
51,817.64 
52,465.36 
53,121.18 
53,785.19 
54,457.51 
55,138.22 
55,827.45 
56,525.29 
57,231.86 
57,947.26
58,671.60, 
59,405.00 
60,147.56 
60,899.40 
61,660.64 
62,431.40 
63,211.80 
64,001.94
' 64,801.97 
65,611.99 
66,432.14 
" $3,769,357.76 
3,724,717.15 
3,679,518.53 
3,633,754.93 
3,587,419.29 
3,540 ,441. 9~ 
3,492,939"0,
3,444, 8L;L..• u[ 
3,396,147.03 
3,346,841. 29 
3,296,919 . .35 
3,246,373.26 
3,195,1.95. J ',: 
3,143,377.71 
-;. , v ')\.J, ') .J.,.:.. • ..I) 
3,037,791.17 
2,984,005.98 
2,929.5413.47 
2,874,410.25 
2,818,582.80 
2,762,057.51 
2,704,825.65 
2,646,878.39 
2,588,206.79 
2,528 )801. 79 
2,468 ,654. 23 
2,407,754.83 
2,346,094.19 
2,283,662.79 
2,220,450.99 
2,156;449.05 
2,091.647.08 
2,026,035.09 
+,959,602.95 
Total 
Payment~ 
1995 $91,757.58 

91,757.58 

1996 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

1997 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

1998 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

1999 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

2000 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

.2001 	 91,757.58 
91,757.58 
2002 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

2003 91,757.58 

. 91,757.58 

2004 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

2005 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

2006 	 91,757.58 

91,757.58 

2007 	 91,637.07 
TOTAL ~2z27.2z846.64 
Interest 
Payment 
$24,495.04 
23,654.26 
22,802.96 
21,941.03 
21,068.32 
20,184.71 
19,290.05 
18,384.20 
17,467.04 
16,538.40 
15,598.16 
14,646.17 
13,682.28 
12,706.34 
11,718.20 
10,717.71 
9,704,71 
8,679.05 
7,640.56 
6,589.10 
5,524.50 
4,446.58 
3,355.19
2,250.16 
1,1:31.32 
$2,073,846.64 
Principal 
Repayment 
$67,262.54 
68,103.32 
68,954.62 
69,816.55 
70,689.26 
71,572.87 
. 72,467.53 
73,373.38 
74,290.54 
75,219.18' 
76,159.42 
77,111.41 
78,075.30 
79,051.24 
80,039.38 
81,039.87 
82,052.87 
83,078.53 
84,117.02 
85,168.48 
86,233.08 
87,311.00 
88,402.39 
89,507.42 
90,505.75 
~3z9002000.00 
Outstanding 
+ Loan 
$1,892,340.41 . 
1,824,237.09 
1,755,282.47 
1,685,465.92 
1,614,776.U.J 
1,543,203,'1') 
1,470,736.25 
1,397,362.88 
1,323,072.34 
1,247,853.16 
1,171,693.7L:. 
1,094,582.33 
1,016,507.03 
9'37,45). '/'1 
857,416.41 
776,376.54 
694,323.67 
611,245.14 
527,128.12 
441,959.64 
355,726.56 
.268,415. 56 
180,013.17 
90,505.75 
ANNEX II, EXHIBIT 8 
ROK FOREIGn CAP:CfAL LOP-i): SUHHARY OF DEBT SERVICE 
(A-;of FC'or:u:;.ry 15, 1966) 
In J.1illions of Dollars 
Loan Deb~ ~ervice- (Interest shovm in Earenthesis2 
Amount ~ 12.0- 1966 12§.1 1968 .12£2 121Q 
Al2Eroved Loan~ !:r.Z2·Z 8.0 8.2(2.1) ~(5.8) 27.8(13.2) ~(10.5) 31&(10.0) 40.8(}4.1) 
Government£! 238.7 2.6 1.6(1.0) 2.4(1. 5) 3.4 (2.2) 4.3 (2.9) 4.5 (2.9) 4.5 (3.0) 
Commercial.£! 234.0 5.4 6.6(1.1) 13.3(4.3) 24.4(11.0) 25.6 (7.6) 28.5 (7.1) 36.3(11.1) 
Loans Under Revie~ 282.2 0.1 0.2 hl (0.5) ~ (5.7) 28.8(11.2) ;&2(10.9) 
Government 192.1 	 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 2.5 (2.5) 3.0 (3.0) 
.Commercial.£! 197.4 0.1 0.-2 1.3 (0.4) 14.2 (5.6) 26.3 (8.7) 29.3 (7.9) 
GRAND TOTAL 862.2 8.0 8.3,(2.1) 15~(5.8) 22.2(13.7) 4.4.2(16.2) 61.8(21.2) 73.1(25.0)
= 
Source: EC(i)llomic Pl~ng Bo~rdJ Republic of Korea. 
y: 	Includes loans for l®ch loan agreements have been signed or :for which letters o:f guarantee 
have been issued or are pending. . 
E/: Includes :four DLF loans totalling $9.9 million l'lhich are repayable in Won currency. '!he d.ebt 
service on these :four loans is included in terillS of constant dollar equivalents.
sJ: Includes both commercial loans :for -which ROK Government repayment guarantees are required 
and non-guarantee commercial loans •. 
9/= 	 Debt service re:flects prcspective amortization :for individual loans as estimated by the 
Economic Plarurlng Boar~L' . 
ANNEX II 
EXHIBIT 9 
LEGEND: VOR Very High Frequency Omni-directional Radio Range 
TACAN Tactical Air Navigation 	Aid. 
VORTAC - Combined VOR-TACAN. 
ILS Inst'rument landing System. 
ASR Airport Surveillance Radar. 
SSR Second~ Surveillance Radar. 
SELCAL - Selective Calling System. 
VASI Visual Approach Slope Indicating System 
NDB Low Frequency Non-directional Radio Beacon. 
GCA Ground Controlled Approach. 
PRESENTLY PROPOSED ICAO-FAA-ROKG 
LOCATION INSTALLED UNDER LOAN RECOMMENDA'rIONSScB'I'ANDARDS 
Kimpo (Seoul) 	 VOR ASR ASR VORTAC 
Int'l Airport 	 ILS SSR SSR SE.;1CAL 
NDB SELCAL ILS IfJB 
GCA* VASI YAm 
TACAN* 
Pusan Int'l Airport VOR· ILS VASI VORT.lI..C VP.31 
NDB TACAN ILS NDB 
Che ju-do Airport NDB VORTAC VORTAC NDB 
ILS ILS 
Kangnung Airport 	 NDB VORTAC VORTAC NDB .. 
ILS 118 

Rnwy Lgts. Rnwy Lgts. 

Pohang Airport NDB VORTAC VORTAC NDB 
Taejon Airport NDB VORTAC VORTAC NDB 
TACAN* NDB 
All Domestic Airports Modernization & Modernization & 
Improvement of Improvements of Aero-
Aer6nautical Telecom- nautical~lecomffiunications 
mUnications, 
All Domestic Airports 	 Fire-fighting Rescue Fire-fighting, Rescue 
& Maintenance Equip­ & Maintenance Equip­
mei1t~.and. Vehicles .. ment and Vehicles 
*Military 
I 
ANNEX II 
EXHIBIT 10 
Scope of Technical Services--Technical services will be provided 
to accomplish preliminary engineering, determine technical require­
ments, accomplish procurement, advise and assist the host government 
in formulating and implementing a system of installation, ope~ation 
and maintenance of the equipment and systems provided. Equipment 
will include the following and will be procured under a PIO/C. 
1 each Airport Surveillance Radar System. 

1 each Secondary Surveillance Radar System. 

4 each Very High Frequency Omni-directional Radio Ranges. 

4 each Tactical Air Navigation Aids._ to be co-lo'2ated with VORB. 

I 3 each Instrument Landing Systems. 

2 each Visual Approach Slope Indicating Systems. 

1 each Selective Calling System. 

1 each Runway and Taxiway Lighting System. 

Such other supplemental and support eqt;.ipment 
including modernization and improvement of a2:::·on2.lJ"ical 
telecommunications, fire-fighti::lg, resc"e?nd aL...·pert. 
maintenance equipment and vehicle~,-, a~_J :::,,:.t6.t:!'::'g 
light beacons and wind tees as reqlAired to ar.complish 
the total project. 
A. The FAA will perform the following services in Korea for the ROKG: 
1. 	 Conduct preliminary engineering site surv:::ys fm' facilitie.s 
to be installed at the locations involved and. 8,8 listed i::: 
the Loan Agreement. Should land acquisition or technical 
problems be of such~.a magnitude that excessive installation 
costs are involved, alternate sites suitable to the Korean 
Civil Aviation Bureau (CAB) will be surveyed and a conclv.sion 
made for installation at the alternate site. 
2. 	 Assist the Government of Korea (ROKG) in the preparation of 
engineering drawings and overall plans for installation of the 
fac ilities. 
3. 	 To assist the ROKG in the conduct of flight inspection site 
tests, using CAB flight check aircraft where required, assist 
the supervising of the installation of temporary portable 
systems; after analyzing the test results, recommending 
construction of permanent systems or accomplishment of changes 
necessary to achieve a satisfactory facility. 
4. 	 Certify to the ROKG and to USAID that the site selection, 

testing, engineering, construction, and commisioning is 

proceeding in accordance with the project implementation 

schedule. 

5. Provide to the ROKG 
project including buildings, cable and duc~
antenna structures, approach light towers, 
equipment such as 
6. 
in delivery, to assure 
7. 
project within thirty (30) days. All reports are to be submitted 
in the English language in five (5) copies . 
I 
B. The FAA will perform the following services outside of Korea : for the ROKG: 
1. Upon receipt of the necessary authorization to utilize projJct 
loan funds, arrange for the procurement of the necessary 
equipment through normal U.S. FAA channels, including such sub­
contracts as required for manufacture, rehabilitation of 
available equipment to new condition, or necessary technical 
services of a sub-contractor for installation in Korea of 
portions of the system. 
: .l.t :i.) r~n::.:d ·...11.:. ;t!·:':' t!:..~·)' :1.'.; ;(..i..1. :t.'( :) :1:' tft l J. \. . ~ i : ~ ·; j· f:) 
·",: ..c ::.; ,, :' . .:. '.' :.:'~l."I. : : ~: ' , 
('J:·I "'/ )11 ', I, ,1(,\'\" ' l l '; ' f \.-'l"
., .1.: _.I .., ... ."'1, J.. 
.; '2 -
supervisory assistance in supervision of the 
general accomplishment of all civil construction involved in the 
' lines, power lines, 
and other ancillary 
standby power generators and switchgear. , 
Coordinate with the Washington Office of the U.S. Federal Aviation 
Agency concerning procurement schedules to compensate for cnanges 
that the construction in Korea is in accord 
with the planned arrival of the equipment at the site. 
Coordinate engineering data with the Washington Office of the 
Federal Aviation Agency to incorporate necessary changes in 
building or other construction detail's required by advances in the 
state of the art or changes in standards or tolerances established 
internationally for civil avaiation. 
8. 	 Render advisory services and training to the Civil Aviation Bureau 
of the ROKG in those areas necessar~ to the successful completion 
of the project, including air traffic control, air-ground
f communication~ radar operations, technician training, equipment 
maintenance installation, and operations. I 
9. 	 Assume responsibility for design and factory inspection of t he 
U.S. manufactured equipment including instaIl:ation in Korea; 
provide technical direction and assistance for all equipment 
installation, and approve prior to any subsequent disbursements 
under the loan all work accomplished on the project. 
10. 	 Prepare and submit to USAID within ten (10) working days following 
the due date quarterly progress reports and based on r.eview of 
project implementation and shipping reports as appropriate for 
the duration of the project as required by A.I.D. and prepare 
and submit to USAID a terminal report upon completion of the 
- 3 ­
2. 	 Maintain budgetary records of all costs, disbursements, and 
other expenditures. 
3. 	 Maintain current lists of commodities in process of manufacture, 
procurement, shipment, and receipt in Korea, in sufficient 
detail to enable the adequate identification of the status of 
corrlpletion of the various facilities. 
4. 	 Provide neceasary information to USAID and the FAA project 
representative in Korea in sufficient detail that reports or 
certifications will accurately reflect the procurement, delivery, 
or cost accounting status of loan ~~ds. 
5. 	 Arrange for personal services of resident PM E::~'1.g:'.:leers in 
Korea and such additional assistance as may be req'Jir-=:d .. eit.her 
on the basis of regular tou.rs-of-duty or sho!·t-term assignme:J.ts 
as are needed and are mutually agreed upor" by the ROKe, the 
FAA, and A.I.D. 
p. 	 The FAA will undertake such other related m::'ssioolS 0:':' services 
as may be determined to be appropria.te to achieve thr:c purpose 
and intent of the pro,ject provided that any cha!:.ge :!.;2 "!";he 
scope of the work is approved by the ROKJ, t~ ?A.:~, F..::-.d ~)3A::J. 
AID-DLc/P-429 
ANNEX III 
May 27, 1966 
IMPLEMENTAl'ION PLAN 
It is intended that implementation of the proposed project 
will follow A.I.D.ls customary procedures for Development Loans. 
Following is the proposed plan for processing the numerous actions 
required for loan authorization, execution, and implementation, 
. together with information as to whether AID/W or USOM is to have 
the specific responsibility: 
Responsibility 
Preparation of IRR USOM 
Approval of IRR AID/W 
Preparation of Capital Assistance 
Paper USOM 
Draft Press Release AID/W 
Loan Authorization AID/W 
Press ReleMe AID/W &USOM 
Letter of Advice USOM 
Draft· Loan Agreement USOM 
Draft Implementation Letter USOM 
Negotiate and Sign Loan Agreement USOM 
Issue Implementation Letter No.1' USOlvl: 
.Approval of Engineer USOM 
.. 
Approval of Conditions Precedent USOM 
. Approval of L/Com for Procurement AID/W 
Estimated Project Completion March .1970 
USOM 1~roposes that the Loan Agreement and the Implementation 

Letter be drafted by USOM, and that USOM negotiate and execute 

the Loan Agreement and issue the Implementation Letter wit~out 

prior'clearance by AID/W.·· . 

ANNEX III 
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U50M also proposes that it be delegated authority to do the 
following without prior AID/W approval: 
Determine when conditions precedent have been met. 
Extend terminal dates when required. 
Approve contracts required for the project. 
Approve plans and specifications. 
Approve procurement transactions where deemed necessary. 
All requests for waivers of conditions precedent or sub­
stantial modifications of the Loan Agreement are to be recommended 
by U50M, but approved by AID/W. 
It is recommen'ed that the terminal date for fulfil~lent of 
conditions precedent be three months from the date of execution of 
the Loan Agreement. Also, that the terminal date for requesting 
commitment documents for disburseme:.1t.s be three years from the date 
of execution of the Loan Agreement. It is also recommended that all 
monitoring responsibilities for this loan be assigned to U50M/Korea. 
Special Condition Precedent 
The detailed plans required under Section VI, which will be 
amplified in the first Letter of Implementation, will be prepared 
by the CAB in coordination with the FAA/CAAG, approved by MOT, and 
approved and forwarded to U50M by the EPB.Generally speaking, these 
plans will be an amalgamation with certain additions, of the plans 
set forth in various places in the Loan Application as amended, and 
as recommended in this paper. 
FAA Procurement under the Loan 
Final specifications for the radio ,aids to air navigation system 
to be purchased through the FAA/W will be standard FAA specifications 
modified and amended as necessary by the CAB and FAA/CAAG in accordance 
with site peculiarities. These amended specifications as well as 
detailed lists of site required hardware will be the basis of the 
purchase requisitions prepared by the FAA/CAAG and forwarded to FAA/W 
for their procurement action. . FAA/W procurement action will include 
factory inspection of 8ll equipment and tests of all systems prior. 
to shipment. . 
ANNEX III 
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Role of FAA/CAAG 
All site surveys and plans preparation will be completed by 
Korean engineers of the CAB or contracted by the CAB under the 
supervision of the FAA/CA~G. The installation of project machinery 
and hardware will be done by CAB technicians under the same super­
vision. The FAA/CAAG will approve plans and specifications for all 
installation work performed by systems contractor engineering person­
nel, and will monitor the control engineering actions of the CAB staff 
in all site preparations and construction performed by local constractors. 
The FAA/CAAG will supervise and assist the CAB staff in the installation 
and commissioning of the systems provided under the loan. 
ROKG Procurement (OSTIOK) 
Final plans and specifications for the materials and machinery-to 
be purchased through OSROK will be prepared by the CAB with the advice 
and assistance of the FAA/CAAG. OSROK may then solicit bid::, from 11.3. 
firms in accordance with their normal procurement procedures I..-i:;ilizing 
the documents furnished by the CAB if mutually agreeable. It is 
contemplated that bid review and analysis'will be conducted by OSROK, 
CAB, and the FAA/CAAG. USOM will reserve the right to approve procure­
ment contract awards. 
AID-DLC/p-429/A Draft 
ANNEX IV 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523 
CAPITAL ASSISTANCE LOAN AUTHORIZATION 
Provided from Development Loan Funds 
(Korea: Air Navigation Development) 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Adminstrator of the 
Agency for International Development (hereinafter called "A.LD.") 
by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and the Delegation 
of Authority issued thereunder, I hereby authorize the establishment 
of a loan pursuant to Part I. Chapter 2, Title I, of the Developm~nt 
Loan Fund, to the Republic of Korea of four million, two hundr'E:d 
thousand United states Dollars ($4,200,000) to assist in financing 
the foreign exchange costs of establishing mode~n civil ail' navigation 
aid faciltiies and related safety equipment in the Republic of' Korea" 
and U.S. FAA engineering services in connection therewith if su:::­
services are not otherwise funded. The loan is to be subject to the 
following terms and conditions: 
1. Interest and Terms of Repayment 
The interest on this loan shall be one percent (1%) per 
annum for the first ten (10) years of the loan and two and one-half 
percent (2t%) per annum for the remainder of the term of the loan. 
The loan shall be repaid within forty (40) years from the date of the 
first disbursement under the loan, including a grace period of ten (10) 
years, on the basis of level semi-annual installments covering principal 
and interest during the reapyment period. 
2. Currency b~ Repayment 
Provision shull be made for repayment of the loan and payment 
of the interest in United States dollars. 
3. Other Terms and Conditions 
(a) Equipment, materials and services financed under this 
loan shall have their source and origin in the United States. 
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(b) As a condition precedent to disbursements under the 
loan, the Borrower will provide detailed plans, in form and content 
satisfactory to A.I.D., for the installation, operntion and maintenance 
of the project. Such plans will cover: recruitment and training of 
personnel; source and timing of the required local currency; arrangements 
for engineering, construction and procurement; timely availability of 
adequate communications faciltiesJ and plans for collecting landing and 
other fees from non-military users of airports in the Republic of Korea. 
:.) i, ,', 'I, :;.:1:< 'I' :' 1(:' :~'l'> ,).' ';,1Cl'j,jr: :.:.nu1 
");I~c:). Tll~. !Qan':'ShaH !be""subje6t. to such other terms and 
conditions asA.1.D. maY','d~e-m'advisable.· 
Rutherford M. Poats 
Assistant Administrator for Far East 
Date 
